Why “10 Proofs” Are Important And Needed
If people REALLY thought and believed that the Creator of us, this life and the universe
gave us this book called the Bible, here is how things would be different:
•
•
•
•

There would be a total fascination with this book above everything else in this life
(as there has been in my life for the past 25 years)
The highest interest in this life would be to study this book
The #1 focus and concern in this life would be to obey all that is in this book
If even just a majority of adults in the U.S. (or any nation) believed that:
o It would be taught in schools
o They would vote in laws for the mainstream to be cleansed from sin
o People would stand for what’s in the Bible and not fall for anything else

Come to think of it, the U.S. used to be a lot like what I described above … for sure when
I was growing up in the ‘50s, but also quotes by the founding fathers of this country and
how the government and culture were run would say that holiness was even more popular
in the earlier years of this nation. The laws of this country and its leaders were much
more reverent of and in harmony with the standards in the Bible.
And what is the result (scientifically speaking) of having or not having a belief in the
Bible and living it out? Well on a national level that can be quantified by comparing the
social statistics of times when the Bible and holiness were more popular to times when
sin was more legally tolerated. (See the chart of those statistics in my book The Plague
Of Liberalism – www.thePlagueOfLiberalism.com). Another way to see the difference is
to compare the healthiness and beauty of the entertainment from different eras. (Also see
the comparison I spelled out in The Plague Of Liberalism).
Therefore it is important to establish that THE Truth says that there is a God and the
Bible is a direct communication from Him to us. Now either that is true or it isn’t. That’s
why science (which is the best way to investigate reality) must be employed to establish
whether it is or isn’t. And the science of logic says that “There is ONLY ONE truth”.
So my live presentation and my books are the result of spending the last 40 years
investigating what the one truth is about the mysteries of life and the universe and how
much humans can know about those mysteries and how much can be proven. This is all
grounded in my education and training in science and engineering. I also have an
extensive history in psychology, the arts and theology. Plus I tried 19 other approaches to
lifestyle, truth, problem solving and personal growth before finally concluding 25 years
ago that the Bible is the only perfect document on the planet of truth about the mysteries
of life and how it should optimally be operated. Now I’m able to scientifically prove that
point, and that is what my life is devoted to passing on … not only in service to our
Creator, but also to make the lives of people better … now and for eternity.
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